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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"Even in the Scientific Sixties 9 man,--not machines, nor 
assembly lines, nor automation~-will determine the success 
or failure of the farm business. Management will still be 
the key to business success or failure. Management is a 
matter of judgements and decisions. We can give man aids 
through science=-but man still has the brain power which 
creates the formula or directs the machine. Man has the 
power to observe. Machines respond to man's direction. 111 
This statement emphasizes. the fact that management is becoming more 
and more important to success in the business of farming. A mistake in 
a management decision 25 years ago would naturally have been costly~ but 
today a similar mistake might very well prove disastrous. It should not 
be mistakenly thought that the problem is new, for Cato, a Roman philoso= 
pher, recognized that management was the key to profits on the farm even 
in the days of the great Roman Empire. He stated that: "The farmer should 
direct his efforts to two ends: profit and pleasure~ one solid and the 
other agreeable; but he should give the preference to the pursuit of profit."2 
1L. s. Hardin, "How You Can Learn to Manage Better," Successful 
Farming(April, 1960)~ p. 96. 
2 Cato, Roman Farm Management 
1 
It is reasonable to assume that, considering the events of the past 
few years, vocational agriculture students of today will be called upon 
to make management decisions in the future that will possibly "dwarf" 
those being made by many farmers of the early sixties. 
Statement of the Problem 
As it was brought out by Ca.rney,. there has been the feeling for some 
time that the instruction. in the field of Farm Management has been one 
of the weakest areas in the four year course of study. He stated that 
decision making rather than "improved practices" or "skills" must be 
the area in which vocational agriculture students receive accelerated 
training to meet the needs of present day farming.3 
The apathy with which ~ny vocat;Lonal agriculture teachers have, in 
the past, considered the problem of farm management deserves serious 
consideration. The problem of just how much time is spent and how much 
.should be spent are of reai importance in planning a teaching program 
of farm management, agricultural economics and marketing for the farmers 
of tomorrow. 
Purposes of the Study 
The four major purpo,se~ of this study are: (1) to study the present 
situation of the counties involved in regard to their value, sales of 
agriculture products, investment, etc., in order to gain a clearer 
pic~ure of the need for the study; (2) to determine how much time is 
actually used by vocational agriculture teachers of Northwest Oklahoma 
2 
3J. W. Carney, "Improving Instruction in Farm Manag'ement", National 
Conference of Head State Supervisors, Vocational Education .!B Agriculture» 
1960, p. 45. 
3 
in the teaching of farm management, agriculture economics, and marketing; 
(3) to determine whether or not the time spent is considered sufficient 
by the teachers; (4) to determ~ne the reasons teachers have for not using 
more time; and (5) to secure opinions from this group concerning the 
relative importance of various phases of farm management, economics and 
marketin:g• 
Secondary purposes df the l[ltudy are to draw conclusions and make 
re.conunendations from an analysis of the data received. 
Limitations of the Study 
This study is limited.to a study and analysis of the teaching programs 
of forty vocational agriculture teachers located in departments in north~ 
western Oklahoma. It ~~11 be primarily confined to determining the 
amount of time that is being spent in teaching farm management, economi~s 
and marketing, whether or not ·the teacher-a feel that the time is adequate, 
and why more time is not being used. It also will include opinions con= 
cerning the importance df var.ious topics or teaching units in these three·._ 
areas. 
It is not the primary purpose of the author to analyze specific farm 
management principles nor to determine how to best manage a farm, but 
. . 
rather to devote the study to finding out "where we are" in Northwest 
Oklahoma in the f~eld of teaching farm management and what.we should do 
to improve this important phase of our training pr·ogram. 
Methods of Procedure 
The fi:c:st step in this study was to formulate a questionnaire. which 
requested certain information ~oncerning the teaching of farm management 
4 
by vocational agriculture teachers in Northwest Oklahoma. After a con= 
ference with Dr. Robert R. Price, Head, Department of Agricultural Educa= 
tion, major adviser and C. L. Angerer, Professor and Head Emeritus, 
Department of Agricultural Education, the questionnaire and plan were 
formulated and approved. 
The first part of the questionnaire included a summary of the amount 
of time which teachers reported that they had been devoting to the teaching 
of farm management, economics and marketing. It also requested opinions 
. ' 
as to the adequacy o.f this time and reasons the teachers had for not 
teaching more. 'I'he second part of the survey asked for. a .. report. on 
sources of information being used by the teacher and an impor~ance rating 
of various topics which. might be included in the teaching of f~rm manage= 
ment, economics, and marketing. 
In order to complete the first part o~ the survey form, it was 
. . . 
necessary for the author to find out the amount of time that the teachers 
had previously spent in teaching farm management. This was ac~omplished 
., ... 1:J 
by securing permission from the State Vocational Agriculture Supervisory 
Staff to examine the monthly reports of the departments in the northwest 
supervisory district of vocational agriculture. The monthly reports for 
the school year 1959-60 were examined to secure the amount of time devoted 
to the teaching of farm management, economics, and marketing. Since most 
of the departments taught only three classes of vocational agriculture 
each year 9 the reports for the school year 1958-59 were also exa~ined to 
get the total for the full four years. 
5 
After examining the reports, the author used only departments where 
the teacher had been in the same school for at least two years. Depart= 
ments in the 11panhandle 11 counties were not included in the study. Fifty 
departments, located in thirteen counties, were selected. These counties 
are: Alfalfa, Blaine, Canadian, Dewey, Ellis, Garfield., Grant, Harper, 
Kingfisher, Major, Noble, Woods and Woodward. 
About half of the questionnaires wer,e completed by contacting the 
teachers at their regular professional improvement meetings; the rest of 
the responses were obtained by mailing the surveys to the teachers. Forty 
teachers completed the surveys. 
From these questionnaires and other information, the writer was able 
to formulate tables, analyze data, and draw conclusions. 
way: 
Definition of Terms 
Farm Management J. H. Herbst defines farm management in the following 
"Farm management is primarily a decision making 
process" 
He further states: 
"Farm management is concerned with the organization 
and operation of a farm for the purpose of securing 
the maxim'UIII net return consistent with family wel~ 
fare, both in the long run and in short periods of 
time. 114 · 
Marketing Decisions and processes encountered in the handling and 
transferring of goods and products from the farmer to the consumer. 
4J. H. Herbst, 11What is Farm Management 11 , ~ Agricultural Education 
Magazine, Voll.llme 31, June 1959, p. 276. 
Agricultural Economics Prices» price trends, and price=cost 
relationships as they affect the welfare of the farmer will be the 
meaning of the term as applied to this study. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Although the te~ching of farm management, agricultural economics 
and marketing has always been considered very important in the voca= 
tional agriculture training program, studies with regard to the amount 
of time and course material have been widely neglected by writers in 
this field. 
In a study by Beneke and Peery, the authors state that: 
"Practically all programs of vocational agri= 
culture now make some provisions for the teaching 
of farm management principles. However, the 
experience of the authors in teaching vocational 
agriculture suggests that the work in this area 
is less well defined and organized than are the 
other phases of the program.S 
This study entitled: "What emphasis--in farm management teaching"6 
pointed out that the challenge facing the vocational agriculture 
teacher was one of eonv~rt:i.ng the thinking of the student from "improved 
practices". and "enterprhes" to that of weighing alternatives and making 
decisions which will return· the greatest income to the entire farm. 
5Raymond R. Beneke, Dudley L. Perry, "What emphasis==in farm manage= 
ment teaching", The Agricultural Education Magazine, Volume 24, December 
1951, p. 124. 
6 Ibid., p. 124. 
7 
8 
Beneke7 selected a committee of ten ~arm business association field-
men and ten successful farmers to evaluate and then determine the most 
important areas of farm management to teach to vocational agriculture 
students. The committee considered thirteen probl,em areas which were 
suggested by the author and rated them in importance based on the num= 
ber of teaching days alloted to each area. The areas in order of im-
portance are as follows: 
1. Organizing the cropping syst,em. 
2. Organizing the livestock program. 
3. Keeping farm accounts and analyzing the farm business. 
4. Budgeting and planning the farm business. 
5. Planning the farm power and machinery organization. 
6. Adjusting production and marketing to changing prices. 
7. Utilizing farm labor efficiently. 
8. Making efficient use of farm buildings. 
9. Adjusting to the risk involved in farming. 
10. Using farm leasing arrangements. 
11. Buying a farm 
1.2. Deciding on farming as an occupation. 
13. Using farm C!edit. 
Of farm management, DeGraff and Haystead state that: 
"The real p,roblem is management~ Land, equipment, 
labor, livestock, and production supplies are 
just crazy-quilt pieces unt,il put together in a 
.· well-balanced pattern." 8 
7Ibid., P• 124. 
8Herrell Degraff and Ladd Haystead, The Business of Farming, 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1951, pp. 171, 180, 181. 
9 
They list the following measures of success in farming as follows: 
1. Efficient use of the farm labor force. 
2. Rate of production per acres and per animal. 
3. Balanced combination of crops and livestock. 
4. Size of the farm business. 
Hardin suggests some criteria by which a person may become a better 
manager: 
111. Learn to ~ort decisions 
(a) The small problems - where you can give answers 
and make decisions by habit. 
(b) The big problem - that takes continuing study, 
that merits an investment in learning time. 
2. Perfect the power of observation 
(a) The keen observer identifies the situation 
in time to do something about it. 
3. Identify the real pro~lem 
(a) Recognize the difference between what is and 
what ought to be. 
4. Right decisions change 
(a) The. right decision a few years ago was to 
get quantity of p~oduction at any price. 
(b) Today, income differences are closely asso= 
ciated with differences in efficiencyc=crop 
yields, livestock feed-conversion ratios~ 
how much you accomplish in a day, and 
efficiency in use of power and machinery. 
5. Take time to manage 
(a) When we determine what, when, where operations 
should be done, and how we should do them, we 
are managers. 
6. Take time to live 
(a) After all, the principle product of our 
business is family, not food; it is people, 
not'pigs; it is culture, not corn. 11 9 
9L. s. Hardin, "How You Can Learn to Manage Better", Successful 
Farming, April 1960, p. 96. 
10 
In a study of 751 farm records in Southern Michigan, Hart 9 Bond 
and CunninghamlO compared the labor income of various farms which possessed 
certain success factors in varying .degrees. They found that the three 
factors, size of business, labor efficiency and rates of production 9 
affected the ·labor income in direct proportion to the degree to which 
they were found on the farms. The farms which were below average in 
all three factors made a labor income of only $258. Being above aver= 
age in only one of the factors resulted in a labor income of approxi= 
mately $500i and above in two 9 about $900 while those that were above 
average in all three of the factors made $1»557. 
It was pointed out in this study that under ordinary conditions 
large farm businesses make higher average incomes than do small 
businesses. Actual long range studies of farm businesses also re• 
vealed that the full use of labor resulted in increased incomes. 
Those farms with the highest rates of livestock production and crop 
production returned the most profits and that moderate specialization 
usually was the most profitable. When referring to "balance" s .as 
used by Hart~ Bond and CunninghamP it referred to a balance of these 
profit factors. 
A study of Kansas State College farm management reports12 show 
some interesting results. These summaries add validity to the basic 
lOHart, Bond and Cunningham~ p. 171. 
11 lb id. ~ p. 16 7 0 
l2J. F. Smarchek~ Kansas Farm Management Studies 9 Kansas State 
College 9 1958. 
11 
far~ management principles advocated by early workers in the field of 
farm management. Kansas farm management area number three includes the 
counties in southwestern Kansas which adjoin the northwestern tier of 
counties in Oklahoma. Counties included in this study which adjoin the 
Kansas area are Harper, Woods, Alfalfa and Grant. This is mentioned to 
point out the obvious similarity between the two areas. An analysis of 
farm management Association No. 3 showed that the net farm income for 
the high 25 per cent of the farms in the area reported was $19~398 com= 
pared to $2i628 for the low 25 per cent in 1958. This was an increase 
of over 700 per cent net income for the high income group over the low 
income group. It is interesting to note the ways in which the high 
income farms differed from the low income group. The high income group 
was larger in almost every way; their farms averaged 1~936 acres com= 
pared to 924 acres for the low group. The high farms had more beef 
cattle, more feed produced and more wheat acreage (497 acres for the 
high compared to 249 acres for the low} than those in the low income 
group. 
The rates of production of crops and livestock in the Kansas 
studie.sD were higher for the income group in all cases. For example 
the high income group showed a 91 per cent calf crop compared to an 
82 per cent crop for. the low group. Wheat yields for the high group 
averaged 30 bushels per acre while the low group average 23.4. bushels 
per acre. The high income group invested more in fertilizers for crop 
production and had a higher total investment in machinery but had a 
lower per acre investment per acre in crop production. 
12 
!he high income group made more efficient use of labor by having 
25 per cent more days of productive employment on the farm. 
In summarizing the Kansas studies 9 14 the records showed that high 
farm income is the result of large volume of business 9 high production 
per animal unit 9 high crop yields» and an alert operator. 
Hart 9 Bond and Cunningham 9 15 set forth the principles for high 
farm income many years before they were borne out in the Kansas Farm 
Management studies. They stated that high income was dependent on: 
1. Size of farm business 
2. Labor efficiency 
3. Crop yields 
4. Rates of animal production 
5. Combination of enterprises 
"The farm economy in America is in a state of rapid transition 11 l6 
This statement emphasizes the fact that, within a relatively short span 
of time~ farming has changed from an almost self=sustaining occupation 
viewed largely as a way of life to a business enterprise that is highly 
specialized. Investment per farm has risen sharply and now is of such 
magnitude that managerial decisi1om:s become more and more important. In 
a fifty year period covering the period from 1901 to 1951 9 the total 
capital investment per farm in the Dryden 9 New York community» the 
average investement per farm rose from $6,365 to $45 9 994 in 1957.11 
15Hart, Bond and Cunningham, Farm Management and Marketinz, p. 161. 
16Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City 9 Monthly Review, OctiOlber, 195 7. 
11s. w. Warren, "Fa.rm Economics", Department of Agricultural Econ= 
omics» Cornell University~ Ithaca» New York» March» 1957. 
The monthly rev iew of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City po ints 
ou t that "Although it appears at times t hat farm i ng is becoming a rela= 
tively insignificant part of the tota l economic act ivit y, ac tual ly it is 
only los ing its unique ident i t y i n a h i ghly interdependent economy. 11 18 
This rev i ew point s out that problems facing farmers are changing rapidly 
and are taking on the aspects of the problems that face other businesses. 
In order to produce eff i ciently , the farmer must not only be efficient a t 
produc tion, he must be fami liar wi th such diverse fields as biologyj 
zoology, pathology 9 chemis try , phys i cs ~ engineering and management. 
With these problems in mind, it becomes clearer tha t i n order to 
accompl ish the or i ginal objectives i n voca tional agr i culture as set forth 
i n the Vocational Division Monograph Number 21, i ncreased emphasis must 
be pl aced on farm management teaching . These major goals are : 
1. Make a beginning and advance i n farming. 
2. Produce farm commodities efficiently. 
3 . Market farm products advantageously. 
4 . Conser ve soil and other na t ural resources. 
5. Manage a farm bus i ness . 
6. Ma intain a favorable environment.19 
A relat ively weak situation i n regard to the teaching of a ll phases 
of farm management in sout hwes t Oklahoma was pointed out in a study by 
Ward20 in 1960 . He conc luded that ther e was very lit tl e uni f ormity among 
13 
18Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City 9 Monthly Review, October, 1957 9 
p. 10. 
19u. s. Office of Educat ion, Educat ional Obiec tives in Vocational 
Agr icul ture, Voca tiona l Division Monograph No. 21 (Wash i ngton, 1940 ) . 
20c lyde L. Ward, "The Nature and Ext ent of Teaching Programs i n 
Agr icultural Economics, Marketing, and Farm Management in For ty Vocationa l 
Agricul t ure Departments in Southwest Oklahoma" (Thesis , M.S. , 1960 , Oklahoma 
Stat e Univers ity, Stillwater ) . 
14 
teachers in southwest Oklahoma in regard to the amount of time devoted to 
teaching of farm management, economics, and marketing. His findings further 
revealed that about thirty per cent of the teachers taught less than 160 
periods in all phases of farm management in the four year course of voca= 
tional agriculture. Ward went on to recommend that the teachers re=evaluate 
their teaching programs with the purpose in mind of enriching and improving 
their instruction in farm management instruction. 
The above recommendation 'would appear to be in agreement with the 
opinion of M. H. L. Schaller who stated editorially in the Januaryll 1951 
Better Farmer Methods that "By 1976, 'most farmers will be buying their 
production skills» and concentrate their abilities on business efficiency. 1121 
21H. L. Schaller 9 Better Farming Methods, January 1957. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The study of teaching programs in farm management, agricultural 
economics, and marketing is divided into two distinct parts. 
A. to determine from a study of the teaching programs of the 
forty teachers what they actually reported having taught 
in farm management, agricultural economics and marketing 
during the four years. This data was secured from reports 
which they had submitted to the State Department of Voca= 
tional Agriculture, 
B, To determine through a _survey of these forty teachers what 
they considered important to teach in these three areas and 
sources of references or personnel used, 
Statistical tables in this chapter are compiled primarily from 
responses obtained from questionnaires sent to some fifty vocational 
agriculture teachers in Northwest Oklahoma. These schedules sent to 
to the teachers contained a summary of the amount of time which they 
reporte~ having taught all phases of farm management, economics, and 
marketing in the four year course of vocational agriculture. This was 
according to their 1959=60 reports. These official reports are required 
15. 
16 
by the Vocational Agriculture Division of the State Department of Voca= 
tiortal Education» and include a complete summary of the ent.ire teaching 
program of each vocational agriculture department. It was necessary to 
refer to the reports for the preceeding year to get the full four year 
total for many of the departments since a majority of the teachers taught 
only three classes each year and the fourth class was taught on the alter= 
nate year. 
Forty responses are included.in this study which includes departments 
in thirteen counties in Northwest Oklahoma. Seven hundred and twenty 
periods are at the disposal of the vocational agriculture teacher for 
planning the four year course of instruction. 
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TABLE I 
COUNTIES IN NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY SHOWING 
THE AVERAGE SIZE OF fARMS IN ACRES AND THE AVERAGE 
VALUE OF LAND AND BUILDINGS* 
Average Value of 
18 
County No. Farms Average Acres Land and Buildings 
Per Farm Per Farm 
Alfalfa 1333 388.6 $70,255.00 
Blaine 1313 418.7 40,847.00 
Canadian 1611 340.0 48,304.00 
Dewey 936 629.5 41,045.00 
Ellis 820 853.3 41,681.00 
Garfield 1996 344.6 62,439.00 
Grant 1507 412.0 66,145.00 
Harper 641 992.8 57,293.00 
Kingfisher 1505 375.4 47,917.00 
Major 1314 438.0 36,617.00 
Noble 1076 423.l 46,935.00 
Woods 1205 697.7 61,485.00 
Woodward 953 859.8 48,147.00 
*This data was secured from the 1959 census of agriculture, U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Washington, D. c. 
The above study shows only the value of land and buildings. If the 
value of machinery, equipment and livestock were included, there is no 
doubt that many farms would have a total investment of $75,000 to $100,000. 
TABLE II 
FARMS BY ECONOMIC CLASS IN THE COUNTIES 
IN NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY* 
No. Percent Economic Classes 
Classed as Classed as No. No. No. No. No. No. 
County No. Commercial Commercial lassed Classed Classed Classed Classed Classed 
Farms Farms Farms I II III IV V VI 
Alfalfa 1333 1157 86% 70 168 382 287 220 30 
Blaine 1313 1047 79"/o 14 87 221 357 325 90 
Canadian 1611 1276 79% 46 83 336 436 300 75 
Dewey 936 736 78% 16 51 178 254 185 50 
Ellis 820 634 77% 17 60 139 177 164 77 
Garfield 1996 1663 83% 24 146 437 631 370 55 
Grant 1507 1285 85% 31 121 420 447 216 50 
Harper 641 499 77% 25 58 134 168 94 20 
Kingfisher · 1505 1338 88% 24 145 404 429 286 50 
Major 1314 1054 80% 9 70 219 350 287 119 
Noble 1076 807 75% 20 64 164 257 232 70 
Woods 1205 1027 85% 48 145 330 247 191 66 la-' 
\0 
Woodward 953 735 17% I 26 84 140 258 171 50 
*This data was secured from the 1959 census of agriculture 1 U.S. Department of Commerce~ Bureau 
of the Census. Washington. D. C. 
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"Farms by economic class - A classification of farms by economic class 
was made for the purpose of segregating groups of farms that are some= 
what a like in their characteristics and size of operation . This 
class i f ication was made in order to present an accurate description of 
the farms in each class and in order to provide basic data f or an 
analysis of the organization of agriculture. 
The classification of farms by economic class was made on the basis 
of three factors; namely» total value of all farm products sold » 
number of days the farm operator worked off the farm, and the relation= 
ship of the income received from nonfarm sources by the operator and 
members of his family to the value of all farm products sold. 
I n making the classification of farms by economic class, farms were 
grouped into two major groups 9 namelJ 9 counnercial farms and other farms. 
In general 9 all f ar ms with a value of sales of farm products amounting 
to $1»200 or more were classified as commercial. Farms with a value 
of sales of $250 to $1»199 were classified as commercial only if the 
farm operator worked off the farm less than 100 days or if the income 
of the farm operator and members of his family received from nonfarm 
sources was less than the total value of all farm products sold . 1122 
Commercial farms were divided into six groups on the basis of the 
total value of al l farm products sold 9 as follows: 
Value of Farm 
Cl ass of Farm Products Sold 
I--------=-----=---------------------------- $40 »000 or more 
20,000 to 39»999 
III------------------------------------------- 10,000 to 19,999 
IV------------------------------------------- 59000 to 9»999 
V ------------------------------------------- 2»5 00 to 4»999 
VI ------------------------------------------- 50 to 2,499 
Tables I and II are presented for the purpose of showing the economic 
situation of farms in the thirteen counties involved in this study. An 
analysis of these tables reveals t hat farming is "b i g bus iness " in Nor thwest 
Oklahoma. 
22 Department of Commerce , 1959 Census of Agriculture , Bureau of the 
Census , Washingtoq D. C. 
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It is interesting to note that the size of farms varies from a minimum 
of three hundred and forty acres in Canadian county to a maximum of nearly 
one thousand acres in Harper county. However, in Alfalfa county 9 where the 
average size farm is only three hundred and eighty*eight acres, the value 
of land and bu:i.ldings is over -seventy thousand dollars per farm; the 
greatest of any county involved in the study. 
Over three=fourths.of all the farms in the counties under consideration 
a.re classified as commercial farms. The percentage runs as high as eighty= 
eight per cent in Kingfishe.r county. Over six per cent of the commercial 
farms in Alfalfa county are rated as Class I. This classification shows 
that forty thousand dollars or more of products were sold from those farms 
during the year of the census. 
With investments of such ·size, it is obvious that mistakes in manage= 
ment decisions can be extremely costly and farmers who continue to make 
such mistakes cannot survive. 
This re=emphasizes the great importance that farm management 9 economics 
and marketing should occupy in any training program for those who plan to 
enter 9 or are engaged in the business of farming at the present. According 
to trends over the past twenty years 9 the size of the farm business has in= 
creased greatly and all indications point to a larger size with even a 
greater amount of capital needed to operate a profitable farm. This further 
shows that to manage a farm in Northwest Oklahoma 9 one must have a training 
comparable to the needs for operating a business which» in many instances 9 
exceeds $75 9 000.00. 
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TABLE III 
NUMBER OF PERIODS REPORTED USED AND TEACHERS'S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR I'EACHING FARM MANAGEMENT BY FORTY TEACHERS IN 
NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Indicating Time *Reasons Why More Periods Were 
Periods Teachers Was Insufficient Not Used 
Reported Reporting Yes No A B C D E F G H 
0=4 18 9 9 1 4 2 2 2 7 
5=9 5 2 3 1 1 1 2 
10=14 4 1 3 1 2 
15=19 3 J 3 
20=24 4 4 3 1 
25-up 6 6 6 
--
Totals 40 25 15 1 4 2 2 0 15 6 9 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used: 
A.='l'oo few boys returning to the farm t.o justify more time. 
B.=Insufficient reference materials. 
C.=Teacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
D.=Unable to maintain interest of students. 
E.=Not important to high school students. 
F.=Time alloted was sufficient to meet neeas of students. 
G.=Do not have time. 
H.=Taught in other enterprises. 
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Probably the most striking point revealed in the analysis of Table III 
is the fact that, of the 18 teachers who reported having used four or less 
total hours in the teaching of farm management, equally as many said that 
they thought the time spent was sufficient, as did those who indicated that 
the time was insufficient. Forty=five per cent of the reporting teachers 
were in this group. The remaining twenty-two teachers were rather evenly 
d.ivid.ed. in the various "periods reported" classifications, with six of 
the teachers having taught twentycfive or more total periods on farm 
management. However, all teachers who reported that they taught over 
fourteen periods said that they considered the time sufficient to meet 
the needs of the students. 
Ward23 in a similar study of southwestern Oklahoma, found that only 
two teachers 9 making up only five per cent of those reporting 9 had 
taught over fourteen periods in farm management. This is in contrast 
with the thirty=two and five=tenths per cent in this study who said that 
they taught over fourteen periods. 
Of the thirteen teachers in this study who had taught over fourteen 
periods 9 all but one indicated that the time spent was sufficient to meet 
the needs of the students. The twenty=seven teachers who taught fourteen 
or less periods on farm managem~nt were aware that they were not meeting 
the needs of the students as revealed by the fact that only three said 
that the time spent was sufficient. It was interesting to note, however 9 
that nine of the group said that they taught farm management with other 
enterprises. 
23c. L. Ward, "The Nature and Extent of Teaching Programs in Agricul= 
tural Economics, Marketing, and Farm Management in Forty Vocational 
Agriculture Departments in Southwest Oklahoma." (Thesis, M.S., Oklahoma 
State University~ Stillwater, 1960). 
TABLE IIT 
NUMBER OF PERIODS REPORTED USED AND TEACHER'S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR TEACHING BUSINESS ARRANGEMENI\ INCLUDING RENTING~ 
LEASINGs TITLES~ AND FARM LAW BY FORTY TEACHERS IN 
NORTHWESTERN OKJLAHOMA 
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Indicating Time *Reasons Why More Periods Were 
Periods Teachers Was Insufficient Not_ Used 
Reported Reporting Yes No 
A B C D E F G H 
0=4 28 11 17 0 9 6 l 1 4 1 6 
5=9 3 2 1 0 l 0 0 0 1 1 0 
10=14 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 
15=19 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
20=24 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 
25=up 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--------
Totals 40 22 18 0 10 6 l l 14 2 6 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used: 
A.='I'oo few boys returning to the farm to justify more time. 
B.=Insufficient reference. materials. 
C.=Teacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
D.=Unable to maintain interest of students. 
E. =Not ll.mportant to high school students. 
F.=Time alloted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
G.=Do not have time. 
H.=Taught in other enterprises. 
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Seventy per cent of a.11 the teachers who reported on the subject of 
periods allowed for the teaching of business arrangements, renting» leasing 9 
titles, and farm law, had taught four or less periods on the subject. 
T~ble IV also showed that only one teacher had used as much as twenty periods 
on the subject. Insufficient reference material was the reason most 
commonly given for not using more time by the twenty~eight teachers who 
reported having spent four or less periods on the area. 
The forty teachers were about equally divided in regard to their 
opinions concerning the adequacy of the time spent on this teaching unit. 
There was a slight majority (twenty .. t.wo to eighteen) who thought that 
the time was sufficient to meet the needs of the students. 
There was a rather keen awareness of the need for more reference 
material as pointed out by the fact that twenty~five per cent of the 
reporting teachers gave this as the reason for not having devoted more 
time to the subject of business arrange~ents1> renting, leasing1> titles» 
and farm law. In no other area of the entire study did teachers use 
this reason more frequently. 
Only three of the nine divisions of farm management surveyed in 
this study ranked below business arrangements in terms of hours allowed 
by the forty teachers. A total of one hundred sixty=five hours were 
used which is an average of slightly over four hours per teacher. 
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TABLE V 
NUMJBER OF PERIODS REPORTED USED AND TEACHER'S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR TEACHING» PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION» INCLUDING BUDGETS 
AND COMBINATIONS OF ENTERPRISES BY FORTY TEACHERS IN 
NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Indicating Time *Reasons Why More Periods Were 
Periods Teachers Was Sufficient Not Used 
Reported Reporting Yes No A B C D E F G H 
0=4 33 6 21 1 .5 5 3 0 2 5 11 
5·~9 3 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
10-14 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
15=19 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
20-24 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 
25~up 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
________ _, 
Totals 40 8 32 1 6 s 5 0 5 6 11 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used: 
A.=Too few boys returning to the farm to justify more time. 
B.-lnsufficient reference materials. 
C. =Teacher not suffic'.iently traiirned to teach more. 
D,=Unable to maintain interest of students. 
E. =Not :i.mportant to high school students. 
F.=Time alloted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
G.=Do not have time. 
H.=Taught in other enterprises. 
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Data compiled in Table V sh<CJweid that teachers in Northwest Okla= 
homa averaged teaching only two and three=tenths periods on the subject 
of planning and organization, including budgets» and combinations of 
enterprises. This unit ranked seventh out of nine in regard to the 
total hours used by teachers. 
It is significant to note that eighty per cent, the highest number 
for any phase of the study 9 indicated that the time spent in teaching 
the subject was insufficient. Eleven teachers said that they had taught 
planning and organization under other enterprises. Other reasons given 
for not having used more time 9 according to their frequency used were: 
Insufficient reference materials, not enough time» teacher not suffim 
ciently trained to teach more, unabletroi maintain interest of students, 
time alloted wa.s sufficient to meet· the needs of the students 9 and too 
few boys returning to the farm to justify more time. No teacher 
thought that the subject was uni.mp«n:-tant to high school students. 
While n1.nety per cent of the teachers in this study taught less 
than ten periods in the subject of planning and organization, quite 
opposite results were obtained by Ashley24 who found that fifty=two 
per cent of the teachers in Southeast Oklahoma taught over ten periods 
on the unit. 
Data revealed in this study showed that while thirty=three teachers 
had used from zero to four periods& thirty had actually reported no 
hours at all in the area of planning and,organizat:ion. 
24G. H. Ashley~ "A Study of the Amount of Time Devoted to Teaching 
Farm Management, Marketing 9 and Eeonomics in the Four Year Course of 
Study in Forty=Three Vocational Agriculture Departments in Southeast 
Oklahoma." (Non=Thiesis Report, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 1960). 
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TABLE VI 
NUMBER or PERIODS REPORTED USED AND TEACHER'S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR TEACHING FEDERAL AGENCIES AND POLICIES BY 
TEACHERS IN NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Indicating Time *Reasons Why More Periods Were 
Periods Teachers Was Sufficient Not Used 
Report.ad Rejporting Yes No A B C D E F G H 
0=4 38 12 26 1 9 1 3 1 2 4 17 
5=9 l 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
10-14 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
15-19 0 
20-24 0 
25-up 0 
--------
. . 
Totals 40 14 26 1 9 2 3 1 3 4 17 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used: 
A.-Too few boys returning to the farm to justify more time. 
B.-Insufficient reference materials. 
c.-Teacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
D.=Unable to maintain interest of students. 
E.-Not important to high school students. 
F.=Time alloted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
G.-Do not have time. 
H.=Taught in other enterprises. 
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Table VI shows that ninety=five per cent of the teachers used four 
or less periods in teaching about federal Agencies and their policies. 
Twenty=six of these tirhty=eight teachers who taught four or less hours 
said that they considered the time spent insufficient to meet the ne.eds 
of the students. Although seventeen teachers said that they included 
some instruction on the subject of federal agencies with their teaching 
of other subjects& it seems pertinent to reveal that only five of the 
forty actually recorded any teaching of federal agencies as such. The 
total of twenty=nine periods used by all the teachers gives the subject 
the dlist:JLncU.on l!)f being the divitsion of instruction most neglected by 
the forty t.eachers in Northwest Oklahoma. 
'.rwenty~two amd five~tenths per cent of the teachers said that in~ 
slllfficie.nt r~ference material wa.s the detex·mining factor in the rather 
universal ignoring of instructfon in the field of federal agencies and 
policies. 
A special farm business short course set up for vocational agri= 
culture teachers by Oklahoma State University on the subject of federal 
agencies and policies during the Summer of 1961 should be of help to 
vocational agriculture teachers. One might interpret the scheduling 
of this course. as a recognition by 1..miversity officials of the need 
for a better uru:J.erstarul\ing by vocational agricultl,llre teachers on the 
subjec.t of federal agencies and policies. 
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TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF PERIODS REPORTED USED AND TEACHER,' S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR TEACHING TAXES AND SOCIAL SECURITY BY 
FORTY TEACHERS' IN NORTHWESTERN OKLA.HOMA 
Indicating Time *Reasons Why More Periods Were 
Periods Teachers Was Sufficient Not Used 
Reported Reporting Yes· No A B C D E F G H 
0=4 33 6 21 1 6 12 3 1 1 2 6 
5=9 6 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 5 0 0 
10=14 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
15=19 0 
20 ... 24 0 
'25•up 0 
----------
Totals 40 13 27 1 6 13 3 1 7 3 6 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used 
A.='Ioo fe'Wboys returning to the farm to justify more time. 
B.=Insufficient reference materials. 
C.=Teacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
D.~Unable to maintain interest of students. 
E.=Not important to high school students. 
F.=Time alloted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
H.-Taught in other enterprises. 
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An examination of the data found in Table VII reveals that there 
were more than twice as many teachers who regarded the time spent on 
teaching taxes and social security as insuf.ficient as there were those 
who were satisfied with the time spent on this subject.· 
The twelve teachers who included taxes and social security instruc~ 
tion in their teaching program~ spent a total of sixty=one periods on 
this area which came to an average of slightly over five periods per 
teacher. The teaching of taxes and social se,cu.rity ranked eighth out 
of the nine divis:l.ons surveyed in this. study in regard to the total 
hours devoted to the instruction. The lack of training of the teacher 
was the most commonly used reason for not spending more time on taxes 
and social security. This reason was used nearly twice as frequently 
as the next most commonly used reason which was; time allotted was 
sufficient to meet the needs of the a.tu.dents. 
Six of the seven te~chers who spent over four class periods 
teaching taxes indicated that the time used was sufficient. 
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TABLE VIII 
NUMBER OW PERIODS REPORTED USED AND TEACHER'S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR TEACHING MARKETJr:NG OF LIVESTOCK, CROPS, AND 
PRODUCE BY FORTY TEACHERS IN NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Indicating Time *Reasons Why More Periods Were 
Periods Teachers Was Insufficient Not Used 
Reported Reporting Yes No A B C D E F G H 
0=4 29 14 15 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 22 
.5=9 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 
10=14 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 
15=19 0 
20=24 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
25=up 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
-
------~-
Totals 40 23 17 0 3 1 1 0 10 3 22 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used: 
A.=Too few boys returning to the farm to justify more time. 
B.=Insufficient reference materials. 
C.=Teacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
D.-Unable to maintain interest of students. 
E.-Not important to high school students. 
F.=Time alloted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
G.=Do not have time. 
H.=Taught in other enterprises. 
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The impor t ance of the teaching of marketing in the opinions of 
forty vocational agricul ture teachers in Northwest Oklahoma was empha-
s i zed by the fact that the teachers spent one hundred and ninety periods 
on the subject. Table VIII shows that slightly over seventy-four per 
cent of the. teachers devoted between zero and four periods to the sub= 
ject of market ing. While it is true that the average hours spent on 
marketing per teacher averaged nearly five hours 9 it should be pointed 
out that twenty-six or sixty-five per cent of the instructors al lowed 
no time at all for the unit. Twenty-two of the teachers indicated that 
t hey included some marketing instruction in with the various enterpr ises. 
None of the teachers questioned thought t hat the subject of marketing was 
. unimportant to high school students but twenty-five per cent of the 
teachers indicated that they thought the time allotted was sufficient . 
According to Hopkinsp25 the most important point to consider on 
the subject of marketing is the wants of the market. The farm production 
should be adjusted thenp as far as possiblep to the situation as it 
exists or as it appears likely to exist when the products are ready 
for sale. The fact that such a large per cent of the teachers (fifty• 
five per cent) said that they taught some marketing with individual 
enterprisesp would be in keeping with this hypothesis. 
25 J. A. Hopkins 9 W. G. Murray, Elements of Farm Management 9 Prentice= 
Hallp 1953 9 P• 414. 
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TABLE :JlX 
NllMBER OF PERIODS REPORTED USED ANJI» TEACHER'S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR TEACHING ECONOMICS~ AGRICULTURAL PRICES, AND 
TRENDS BY FORTY TEACHERS IN NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Indicating Time *Reasons Why More Periods Were 
Periods Teachers Was Suff icie.nt Not Used 
Reported Reporting Yes No A B C D E F G H 
0=4 27 14 13 0 2 1 0 0 6 2 16 
5=9 4 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 
10=14 2 l l 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
15=19 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 l 2 1 
20=24 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
25=up 2 2 Q 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
------~-
Totals 40 23 17 0 3 1 1 0 14 4 17 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used~ 
A. =Too . few boys returning to the farm to justify more time .• 
B. =Insufficient reference materials. 
C.=reacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
D."'Unable to maintain interest IOif students. 
E.=Not importa.nt to high school students. 
F.=Time alloted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
G.=Do not have time. 
H.=Taught in other enterprises. 
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Table IX shows that thirteen teachers spent five or tt1ore periods 
on the subject of economics 9 agricultural prices and trends. While it 
is true that the average periods devoted to this area is slightly in 
excess of five hours per teacher, it should ~e pointed out that this 
amount is the total for the four year course of study in vocational 
agriculture and includes seven hundred and twenty class periods. It is 
also significant to reveal that exactly half of the teachers spent no 
time at all on economics and that two spent over twenty-five periods. 
Forty-two and five-tenths per cent of the teachers said that 
the time spent on economics was not sufficient and the reasons they 
gave for not using more time according to the frequency of use were: 
taught in other enterprises, time allotted was .sufficient to meet the 
needs of the students, do not have time, insufficient reference m.mterialj 
teacher not sufficiently trained~ and unable. to maintain interest of 
students. 
Heady26 points out the importance of economics by emphasizing 
that farm profits or losses are more dependent on prices than any other 
factor. Since p::i.ces are, in turnll determined by supply, farmers must 
decide what an.dhow much to produce by predi~ting future prices. Even 
though predicting of future prices is not easy bec&1use of so many variables~ 
Heady believes that farmers who are well informed about these variables 
can come close to foretelling future prices., 
26E. O. Heady, H. R. Jensen, Farm Management Economics (Prentice 
Hall 1 1955L p. 480. 
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TABLE X 
NUMBER OF PERIODS REPORTED USED AND TEACHER'S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR TEACHING CRED !'I' ~ F I.NANC ING~ 
AND BANKING BY FORTY TEACHERS IN 
NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Indicating Time *Reasons Why More P·erfods Were 
Perfods Teachers Was Insufficient Not Used 
Reported Reporting Yes No A B C D E F G H 
0=4 30 9 21 0 2 6 2 0 2 6 12 
5=9 4 3 l 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 
10=14 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
15=19 0 
20=24 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
25=up 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
--------
Totals 40 18 22 0 2 6 2 0 10 6 14 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used: 
A.=Too few boys returning to the farm to justify more time. 
B.=Insufficient reference material. 
C.=Teacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
D.=Unable to maintain interest of students. 
E.=Not important to high school students. 
F.=Time alloted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
G.=Do not have time. 
H.=taught in other enterprises. 
"The purpose of credit is to increase efficiency, or 
incomes and levels of living. A farmer should not use 
credit » or borrow, only when his back is to the wall; 
borrowing only as a last resort is negative and is not 
likely to resul t in high incomes or living levels. 11 27 
Heady, in Farm Management Economics, further sta.tes: 
"Credit is a valuable asset for farmers with limited 
capital and most farmers have limited capital. 11 28 
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Table X shows tha t vocational agriculture teachers in northwest 
Oklahoma generally recognize that their instruction in credit, £inane-
ing, and banking is deficient. Twenty- two out of the forty te.achers 
included in this study said that the time spent on credit was insufficient 
to meet the needs of the students. Seventy-five per cent· of the teachers 
indicated that they spent four or. less periods on credit. Four teachers 
devoted between five and nine periods, two spent between ten and fourteen, 
two used between twenty and twenty-four, and two devoted as much as 
twenty-five or more hours to the sub ject. The total time spent by the 
~orty teachers was one hundred and sixty-seven hours, which is slightly 
over four hours per teacher figured on an average basis. A s tudy of 
the data» however» shows t hat fifteen teachers or thirty-seven and five-
tenths per cent actually amassed the entire one hundred and sixty-seven 
hours, and twenty-five of the teachers recorded no periods at all on the 
subject. 
27 . Ibid.» 591-92. 
28Ibid ., 592. 
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TABLE XI 
NUMBER OF PERIODS REPORTED USED AND TEACHER'S OPINIONS CONCERNING TIME 
ALLOWED FOR TEACHING RECORDS AND RECORD KEEPING BY FORTY 
TEACHERS IN NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Indicating Time *Reasons Why More Periods Were 
Periods Teachers Was Sufficient Not Used 
Reported Reporting Yes No A B C D E F G H 
0-24 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 
25-49 8 7 l 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 0 
50-74 12 11 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 1 0 
75-99 6 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 
100~124 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 
125 ... 149 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
150-up 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 
--------
Totals 40 35 5 0 0 0 1 0 34 3 2 
*Reasons Why More Periods Were Not Used: 
A.-Too few boys returning to the farm to justify more time. 
B.-Insufficient reference materials. 
c.-Teacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
D.-Unable to maintain interest of students. 
E.-Not important to high school students. 
F.-Time alloted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
G.=Do not have time. 
H.=Taught in other enterprises. 
"Nothing before in histor y has done so much as the income 
tax to stimulate farmer interest in keeping books. 11 29 
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A study of Table XI shows that all of t~e vocational agriculture 
teachers included in this study have included the keeping of records in 
t hei r teaching programs . The data summarized in making Table XI reveals 
that the average vocat iona l agriculture teacher in northwest Oklahoma 
spends about thirty minutes per week on the keeping of farm records. 
Only twelve and one-half per cent of the teachers indicated that 
the time allot t ed was insufficient t o meet the needs of the students. 
Twelve teachers devoted between fifty and seventy-four periods per year 
to record keeping and three actually spent as much as one hundred and fifty 
hours on records dur ing the fo ur year course of study. Every teacher who 
used as many as one hundred hours on records thought that the time was 
sufficient . 
Teachers participating in this s tudy are obviously . doing a better job 
of records and record keeping than any other phase of farm management . 
· The fact that each student is required to keep a record book pro~ably 
accounts for the fact t hat so much time is devoted to this subject . Even 
so, it is interesting to note that two teachers used as little as fifteen 
periods while one t eacher spent one hundred and eighty-five hours. It 
shoul d be remembered that a teacher who spends only fifteen hours is, in 
reality, using less than seven minutes per week for all record keeping . 
29 H. DeGra ff, L. Haystead, The Bus iness of Farming (University of 
Oklahoma Press , 1951), p. 220 . 
TABLE XII 
TOTAL ,NUMBER OF PERIODS REPORTED USED IN TEACHING AGRICUJLTURAL 
E«::O:t>l(IJJMICS., MARKET ING i AND FARM MANAGEMENT BY 
lFOR'.rY TEACHERS IN NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Ferfod:s Reported Teachers Reporting 
0=24 0 
25=49 4 
50=14 6 
75~99 1 
1())0=124 9 
125=149 5 
150=174 4 
175=199 3 
200~224 l 
225~·up 1 
Total 40 
Most writers in the Ueld of farm management are in agreement , 
40 
with the statement that decision making is becoming the most important 
part of furming. Are vocational agriculture teachers preparing their 
students for this task? Table XII shows that nine teachers devoted 
between one hundred and one hundred and twenty=four periods to all farm 
management teaching. No teacher taught less than twenty=four hours and 
one used over two hundred and 1\:wenty=five hours. 'l'he average m.11mber of 
periods used was about one hundred and twelve for the four year course. 
TABLE XIII 
REASONS G:lrlrEN BY FORTY VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE INSTRUCTORS 
IN NORTHWESTERN OKLA.HOMA WHY MORE TIME WAS 
NOT SPENT IN TEACHING AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS, MARKETING, AND 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Rank Reason Given Number of 
Times Used 
1 F=Time allotted was sufficient to meet 112 
the needs of the students 
2 H=Taught in other enterprises 104 
3 G=Do not have time 37 
4 C=Teacher not sufficiently trained to 
teach more 36 
5 B=lnsufficient reference materials 33 
6 D=Unable to maintai~ in;erest of students 19 
7 A~Too few boys returning to the farm to 
justify more time 4 
8 · E•Not important to high school students 3 
Close scrutiny of Table XIII shows some interesting features. As 
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might have been expected~ the most frequently named reason for not using 
more time in teaching all farm management by the forty teachers in this 
study was: time allotted was suff:ic:i.ent to meet the needs of the students. 
However, nearly as many said that they taught the subject in other enter= 
prises. This would seem to indicate that the teachers were not doing a 
good job of accurately reporting their teaching programs or that they 
did not have a clear understanding of what constitutes farm management 
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teaching. Time allotted was sufficient to meet the needs of the students 
(F)» and taught in other enterprises (H) were the reasons most frequently 
used in all but one of the first nine tables. teacher not sufficiently 
trained to meet the needs of the students was most frequently used in 
Table VII. As was pointed out in the analysis of that particular table 9 
it would seem to indicate a need for resource personnel to help with the 
subject of taxes or else the teachers need additional training. 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIB1UTION ACCORDING TO YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
OF FORTY VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS IN 
NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA 
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Nwnber Years 
Teaching 
Experience 
Nwnber 
of 
Teachers 
Percentage 
of 
Total 
0=4 7 U.5 
5=9 11 21.5 
10=14 16 40.0 
15-19 3 7.5 
20=up 3 1.5 
Table XIV shows that only fifteen per cent of the teachers in this 
study have taught over fourteen years. Forty per cent of the teachers 
included in the study were in the ten to fourteen years of teaching ex= 
perience group. The primary purpose of.this table is to gain a clearer 
picture of Table XV. 
TABLE XV 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE NUMBER OP YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE TO 
THE NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT TEACHING AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS» MARKETING, AND FARM MANAGEMENT BY 
Periods 
Reported 
155 
150 
145 
140 
135 
130 
125 
120 
115 
110 
105 
100 
95 
90 
85 
80 
75 
FORTY TEACHERS IN NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
/ 
" / 
/ /~ 
/ 
-
5-9 10-14 
Years Teaching Experience 
~ 
Table~ shows that the amount of time devoted to teaching of farm-
~t 
management increased in direct proportion to the years of teaching experience 
up to the last "years of experience group". This could be interpreted to 
mean var ious things. The author believes that teachers spend more time on 
a ll farm management teaching for two reasons: First» the teacher gains in 
confidence in his ability to competently teach farm management and~ second~ 
close experience with farming in the connnunity increases his appreciation 
of the relative importance of farm management . No explanation is made for 
the fact that the last experience group showed a drop in hours taught ex= 
cept that only three teachers were in this group. One of these three taught 
only ninety- eight hours on all phases of farm management ~ economics , and 
marketing. 
Ave. labor 
income P.er 
stude nt 
$60 0 
50 0 
40 0 
30 0 ' 
20 0 
10 0 
- . 
TABLE XVI 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PERIODS TAUGHT IN ALL FARM 
MANAGEMENT AND THE AVERAGE LABOR INC(!.fE PER STUDENT OF FORTY VOCATIONAL 
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS IN NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA 
' 
.. 
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TABLE XVII 
RATINGS GIVEN BY FORTY TEACHERS IN NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA AS 
TO THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF-VARIOUS TEACHING 
UNITS OF AGRICULTURAL ECONCMICS, MARKETING, 
AND FARM MANAGEMENT TO VOCATIONAL 
AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
Teach ing Units Number of Teachers 
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Agricultur ~l Economics: 
1. Price-cost relationships 
2. Supply-demand relationships 
3. Purchasing power cycles 
•WP###O#/JA . - -- . . _ · · c:t: 
=~~- j 4. Price trends ~ ·:·.'·' __ ·~ 
5. Purchas ing machinery -W~~L __ ~ ___ J, 
Marketing : 
6. Marketing pr ocedures 
7. Market outlets 
8 . Seasonal demands 
9. Seasonal marketing 
10. Consumer demand 
11. Marketing livestock 
12. Marketing feeds , s eeds & crops 
13. Mairketing produce 
14. Storage 
15. Processing 
Farm Management: 
16. Inventories 
17 . Making a farm budget 
18 . Records and analysis 
19 . Relat ing size to net income 
20 . Rat es·· of livestock production 
21 . Rates of crop production 
22. Determining enterprise combination 
23. Efficient use of l abor 
24. Efficient use of capital 
25. Credit 
26. Buying land 
27. Rent ing and leasing agreements 
28 . Federal programs and policies 
29. Farmer or ganizat ions 
30. Insur31,nce 
31. Taxes 
32. Social security 
Not Very Important Moderately Impor tant Ver y Important 
V///lll/777A 
TABLE XVIII 
CCMPOSITE RATINGS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS UNITS IN AGRICULTURAL 
ECONCMICS, MARKETING, AND FARM MANAGEMENT ACCORDING TO THE 
OPINIONS OF FORTY VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
IN NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
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Rank Tesiching ImEortance Compos ite 
Unit Not Mod . Very Total R.ating 
Very 
l - Marketing lives tock 0 8 108 116 2. 90 
2 - Effic ient us e of capi t.al 0 12 102 114 2. 85 
3 - Records s nd .ei.nsi.lys i s 0 14 99 113 2. 82 
Credit l 10 102 113 2. 82 
5 - Seasonal m.arke t ing 0 24 84 108 2.70 
6 - Rates o f l ivestock production 0 26 81 107 2. 67 
Efficient us e of labor 0 26 81 107 2.67 
8 - Supply-demand relationships 3 16 87 106 2.65 
Marketing feeds .and seeds 0 28 78 106 2 . 65 
Ra t es of crop production 0 28 78 106 2. 65 
11 - Se~sond. demands 1 26 78 105 2.62 
12 - Consumer demand 0 32 72 104 2 .60 
13 - Determining enterpriae 
combinations 1 30 72 103 2. 57 
14 - Price-cost relationships l 28 72 101 2. 52 
15 - Price trends 0 36 63 99 2. 47 
16 - Marketing procedures 2 36 60 98, 2.45 
Marke t outlets 2 36 60 98 2. 45 
18 - Renting and leasing a greements 4 32 60 96 2.40 
19 - Inventories 3 20 72 95 2. 37 
20 - Insurance 5 36 51 92 2. 30 
21 - Pur~h~s i ng machinery 6 34 SlL 91 2.27 
Relat i ng size of business to 
ne t income 2 44 45 91 2.27 
Fedet'al programs aind policies 7 30 54 91 2.27 
24 - Taxes 4 38 48 90 2.25 
25 - Purchasing power cyc les 4 50 33 87 2.17 
Buying hmd 4 44 39 87 2.17 
27 - Social security 7 38 39 84 2.10 
28 - Mak ing a budge t 3 50 30 83 2.07 
29 - St orage l L 40 27 78 1. 95 
30 - F~rm organizat ions 8 50 18 76 1.90 
31 - Mark e t ing pr oduce 13 32 30 75 1. 87 
32 - Pro cessing 15 40 15 70 1. 75 
(1) A score of three w~s given for each ~nswer of very importsnt, two for 
moder~tely important ~ and one for not very important. 
(2) Poss i ble tot~l s cor e was 120, and poss ible compo s ite r~ting was 3 .0. 
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T8lbles XVII smd XVIII show the opinions of forty vocational agricul-
ture te.michers in Northwest Okb.homa concerning the relative importacnce of 
thirty-two different teaching units in the field of farm management in-
structiono One hundred and eight teachers rated marketing of livestock as 
livery impoll:'t,aJJrue' which wais the highest s1Core received for any unit included 
in the study, There is some variaction between this rating and the time 
ffiCtually devoted to teaching of all m8lrketing including livestock, crops 
~md pll:'odluice 1 as rer\l'ealed in the analysis of Table VL However 1 since this 
unit 1Concerns specifically livestock m~rketing, the difference cacn certaiin= 
ly be reieoncileidL The te$1chers rated m$1rketing proeedures ~nd m,ffi:rket out-
lets in si.xteenth phice and theft· ccomposite s«;ore was 2 .45 compl1ilred to the 
composite score of 2,90 for m<!llrketing of livestock, 
H: is interesting to note thl1ilt records ll!lnd record keeping ranked 
third in the tel8lc:hers l'$1tings of the comp,U'all:ive importance of the 
various units while at the Ssill.me time, in actual practice, they devote much 
mml'e time to records thl1iln to @ny other phase of farm m$1nagement, 
Federal prograims and policies received a relatively low composite 
r&)),ting cand it sholl.llld be pointed out that, in their te<Sl,cching progr<!alms, 
the forty vocactional agriculture teachers included in this study spent 
less time on federal programs than on any other unito 
A studly of Tables XVII and XVIII should be helpful to a teaccher in 
determining what units to include in his farm manaigement teaching programo 
T~~le XVI was compiled to see if there was any relationship between 
the total n!l.illliber of hours spent tea«;hing farm management and the average 
labor inicome of the studenu within the vocational agriculture departments 
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in the various "nwnber of periods taught" categories. The siver.ai.ge labor 
' ' 
in«:omes of the departments wer,e secured from the Oklahoma State Depart-
ment of Vo«:ational Agriculture for the s/illme year as for the rest of the 
s~udy. There does not seem to be any great difference although there is 
possibly a slight differen(Ce in favor of the departments where more totd 
hours were used in farm management tei&ching. Differences between s'oil 
types and types of f~rming would be other factors to consider in ansilyzing 
this table. 
Tables XVII~ XVIII and XIX are compiled from responses made by forty 
vo~ational agriculture instructors in Northwest Oklahoma. These responses~ 
from the second page of the questionnaire presented to the teachers, asked 
them to rate the relative importance of thirty-two units which should be 
included in a te.eichi.ng progr.wn. Each unit was to be mu·ked by the teacher 
as ''Not very" 9 ''Moderately" of "Very"~ in regard to its relative impor-
tance. The cooperating teachers also listed the sources of reference 
materials or personnel which they used in their instruction programs in 
farm management, economics and marketing. 
TABLE XIX 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION OR RESOURCE PERSONNEL NOW BEING USED BY FORTY 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS IN NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA 
Rank 
1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
ll.J ' 
IN TEACHING AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, MARKETING, 
AND. FARM MANAGEMENT 1 
Information 
Scn.nrice 
Books 
ChiSJ.rts 
Bulletin"t. 
Magl.Zines 
Bankers 
Farm Credit Administration 
Doane Ag·ricu.ltll.llra.l Digest 
Commission Firms 
*Films 
I 
*Soil Conservation Service 
*Agriculture Outlook R~leases 
*Successful Fa'lt'mers of Community 
*Agricultm:e Stabiliza~ion Conunission 
Number of 
· Teachers Using 
32 
32 
32 
31 
20 
18 
17 
15 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
*Fann Home Administration 1 
*Insurance Personnel 1 
*PerSOC'l~l survey 1 
*These sources not suggested in questionnaire. (Volunteered by 
teachers under 11other sources11 ) 
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Table XIX shows that over three-fourths of the teachers included in 
this study used books, charts, bulletins, and magazines in teaching farm 
management. Relatively fewer teachers used such resource personnel as 
farm credit administration workers, bankers and commission firm represen-
tatives. 
The most interesting observ1.tion that can be made from a study of 
this tablej however, is that so many other sources of information were 
volunteered by the teachers. Each information source preceeded by an 
asterisk was not listed on the questionnaire but was suggested by the 
tea.c:hers under· "other sources 91 , It would seem reasonable to as.sume that 
these sources would have been mentione4 much more frequently if they had 
been listed on the survey form. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In making a SllJJmIIlary and drawing conclusions of this study, it should 
be helpful to review the purposes which were outlined in Chapter I. The 
purposes, as orginally statedj were: (1) to study the present situation 
of the eounties involved in regard to their value, farm sales, invest-
ment, etc. in order to gain a clearer picture of the need for the study; 
(2) to determill'lle how 1I,ruch time is actually used by vocational agricult\\Jlre 
tel'll<ehen of Nicn:thwest Okb.homa in teaching farm management, agriculture 
economks @.nd marketing; (3) to detennine whether or not the time spent 
is considered ~uffici~nt by the te&cbers; (4) to find the reasons that 
the te!whet'S lbui.we fo·r not us:f..ng more time in this area; and (5) to 
se~ure opinfonSl from this group concerning the relative importi!llnce of 
v~rious ph®ses of farm management, economics and marketing. 
The thi.rteenn counties Jtnduded in this study comprise a highly vaiJ.u~· 
~bile s.1tad productive eect.fon of the state of Oklahoma. The need· for inten-
sive trai.i!iling in fat:m management and a cles.r understanding of the principles 
of agriculture e~onomics and marketing are emphasized by the fact that the 
average value of land and buildings alone on farms in this area is some= 
where in excess of fifty thousand dollars. 
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The importance of correct decisions o:m.ce:-ning farm management is shown 
by the fs.ct ths.t a majority of the farms in this area market products 
which have an average value of nearly $10,000. In an area where over 
three-fourths of the farms are classed as commercial farms, it can readily 
be seen that future farmers must have sound training in farm management. 
As Dr. P.H. Stephens of the Federal Land Bank of Wichita, Kansas, stated 
at the Vocational Agriculture Teachers Conference at Oklahoma State 
University on June 5, 1959, "The 1975 farmer will be a man.ager, not a 
plowboy11 • 
lhe forty voc~tional agriculture teachers in Northwest Ok,lahoma who 
responded o~ the subject of the amount of time devoted to farm manage-
ment teaching were widely divided concerning their opinions on whether 
or :mot the time spent was Sllllfficient to meet the needs of the students. 
Forty-five per cent taught four or less periods on this subject while 
nine instru~tors stated that they taught farm management with other 
enterprises. All bllllt one of the instructors who devoted fourteen or 
more hours to this area said that the time was sufficient. 
Insufficient reference material was the reason given most commonly 
for not using more time by the twenty-eight instructors who spent four 
or less hours te~ching business arrangements, renting, leasing, titles, 
and farm law. In no other area of the entire study did teachers u~e 
this reason more frequently~ Only one teacher used over twenty hours 
cm. this unit. 
Plan~ing and or~anization, including budgets, and combinations ·of 
enterprise~ r~nked seventh out of nine in regard to the total hours U$ed 
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by t he group. DeGraff commenting on the subject of organization and 
pl anning, particularly concerning organization of farm .work stated: 
"A good farmer knows, tonight, what he is going to do tomorrow 
and t he day after, as well as next week. He knows, too, 
what he is going to do if it rains. You can explain many 
of the differences in the results obtained by successful and 
unsuccessful farmers by their differences in day-to-day work 
planni ng, thinking ahead, getting everything ready before-
hand ." 30 
Eighty per cent of the teachers surveyed conceded that the time sp.elft 
on planning and organizat ion was i nsufficient. No teacher thought that 
t he subject was unimportant to high school students even though thirty of 
them report ed t eaching no hours at all on the subject. 
Feder al agencies and policies was the most neglected subject inc luded 
in this s tudy i n regard t o the time devoted to its teaching by the forty 
vocational agriculture teachers in northwest Oklahoma. Only five teachers 
actually recorded any time spent on federal agencies and policies . Seven-
t een r eport ed that they i nc l uded some instruction on this unit under other 
enter pr ises and ni ne said tha t i nsufficient reference material kept t hem 
from usi ng more time on t he subject. 
Twice as many teachers regarded the time spent on taxes and soc i al 
s ecuri t y to be i nsufficient as t here were those who thought that the 
time was adequate . Out of the 720 periods available to a vocational agr i-
culture t eacher ~ the ones included in this study devot ed an average of 
slightly over :five periods per teacher to i nstruction on taxes and social 
security. Lack of training of t he t eacher wa s the most commonly used 
re~son for no t spending more t ime. 
30H, DeGra.ff , . L. Fii!ystead , The Business of Farming (Universit y of 
Oklahoms Pr ess , 1951), p. 116. 
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According to the monthly reports submitted by the vocational agricul-
ture teachers to the State Department of Vocational Agriculture at Stillwater, 
Okl~homa, no teacher considered marketing to be unimportant to high school 
students. Seventy-four per cent devoted between zero and four hours to 
teaching of this subject. 
Exact l y half of the teachers surveyed spent no time at all on economics, 
agricultur~l prices, and trends. Seventeen stated that they included some 
instruction on economics in the teaching of other farm subjects but nearly 
half of them thought that they were not giving adequate attention to t he 
subject. 
There wss a wide variation in the time spent on credit, financing, 
and banking as revealed by the fact that two teachers spent over twenty~ 
five hours while seventy-five per cent of them spent four or less periods 
to its teaching. A majority thought that the time spent was insufficient. 
Records and record keeping was "head and shoulders" above all other 
phases of farm management, economics and marketing when rated from the 
standpoint of time spent on its teaching by forty vocational agriculture 
teachers i n ~orthwest Oklahoma. Every teacher recorded time spent on 
r ecords in his monthly reports and the average time used was about thirty 
minutes per week. Even though time was universally spent on records, i t 
i s interesting to observe that the number of periods spent varied from a 
low of fifteen hours to a high of one hundred and eighty-five. 
The average time us ed in the entire field of farm management, agri-
culture economics, and marketing by all the teachers included in this 
study w.ms one hundred and twelve periods. This is about fifteen and one-
half per cent of the t ime availQble to a teacher in a four year course of 
vocational agriculture in Oklahoma. The most commonly used reason for 
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not devoting more time to the field of agriculture economics, marketiqg 
and falt'III manageme~t was: Time allotted was sufficient to meet the needs 
of the students. Not important to high school students was the statement 
least used ~y the group for not spending more time. 
Vocational agriculture teachers included in this study evidently 
have gained in their appreciation of the importance of farm management 
teaching in a nearly direct proportion to their years of experience in 
teaching vocatiorid agriculture. Those who had between fifteen and nine-
teen years of experience averaged spending fifty per cent more time on 
farm management and related subjects than did those who had four or less 
years in the teaching field. This is no doubt the result of having visited 
many farms and having observed the increased amount of capital needed, 
larger size of businesses and their discussion with farmers about manage-
ment procedures,rather than minor facets of farming. 
It would not seem correct to attribute greater average student 
labor income to more time spent by vocational agriculture teachers on farm 
management instruction. However, there does seem to be a slight differ-
ence in favo.r of those where more time was devoted to farm management teach-
ing. 
Thirty-two units of farm management, agricultural economics and 
marketing were presented to vocational agriculture teachers in this study. 
The firs t ten ranked in the order of their importance by this group were: 
(1) Marketing lives tock ; (2) Efficient use of capital; (3) Records and 
analys is; (4) Credit; (5) Se~sonal marketing; (6) Rates of livestock pro-
duction; (7) Efficient use of l abor; (8) Supply-demand relationships; (9) 
Marketing feeds and seeds; and (10) Rates of crop product i on. These t eachers 
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considered the following units of least importance in the four year course 
of study: social security, making a budget, storage, farm organizations, 
marketing produce and processing. 
Vo.cational agriculture instructors made use of many teaching aids, 
reference materials and resource personnel in their instr~ctional program~ 
in farm management, agricultural economics and marketing. In addition to 
such sources as .books, magazines and charts, these teachers sugg'ested of 
their own volition: films, successful fanners, insurance personnel and 
personal surveys. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Several logical conclusions can be drawn from an analysis of the farm 
management, agriculture eoonomics and marketing teaching programs of forty 
vocational agriculture teachers in northwest Oklahoma. The author believes 
that the more important conclusions are: 
1. The first tables in this study point out that farming, in the 
area under consideration, is big business and hence decision 
making in farm management might very well be one of the mos t, 
if not the most, important phase in the instruction program of 
vocational agriculture teachers. 
2. The fact that so many teachers stated that the reason they did 
not spend more time on particular phases of farm management , 
economics and marketing was "Taught in other enterprises," leads 
the author t o conclude that there is a widespread misunderstanding 
of just what constitutes instruction in this field. 
3. There seems to be very little agreement among teachers concern-
ing how much time to spend on agriculture economics, farm manage-
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ment and marketing . One i ns truc tor devoted nearly ten times a s 
m0ny hours as another one in the same area . 
4. I t is believed that many vocational agricul ture teachers in north-
west Oklahoma do not devote more time to instruction in farm man-
agement , agricul t ure economics, and marketing because of a lack 
of confi dence i n their ability . This hypo t hesis is support ed by 
the fact that: (a) exper ienced teachers spend more time on the area 
than do new instructors , and (b) there were thirty-six ins tances 
where t eachers used the r eason " t eacher not sufficiently tra i ned 
t o t each mor e." 
RECCMMENDATIONS 
In order to s b:e ngt hen t he instructional program in farm management , 
agricultural economics and marketing i n the vo,ea tional agriculture depart-
ments i n, Ok lahoma» the author makes the following recommenda tions : 
(1) It is ev ident t hat t her e are wide variations in the amount and , 
ver y possibly , t he qual ity of .i ns t r uc tion in the various phases of the 
s ub ject under cons iderat ion . The author recommends tha t each pr ofessional 
impr ovement group i n t he s tat e of Oklahoma designate a meeting or mee t i ngs 
for t he purpose of discussing f a rm management, agricul t ure economics and 
market i ng . Teacher s who are r ecognized as being competent in various phases 
of the area should pr esent their methods and ideas. 
(2) I t i s fur ther recommended t hat the agriculture education depart-
ment cont i nue t o stress the importance of f a rm management, economics and 
market i ng t o prospect i ve t eachers . Efforts should be continued to find 
new and more ef fect ive ways t o pr esent the s ubject to high s choo l s tudents. 
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SURVEY FORM 
Survey Number Years teaching experience in Voe. Agri . 
~~~~~~- -~~~~ 
Number of boys in all day classes (1959-60) Farm~~-Non Farm'--~-Total 
Below is listed the number of hours in Farqi Management, Marketing and Eco-
nomics that you taught to your all day boys during the school year 1959-60 
as indicated by your monthly reports for that period. (In some cases where 
Ag III and IV alternate, the year 1958-59 was used to get the alternate 
year). In column (1)» indicate by checking 'yes 0 or 'no' whether or not 
you consider enough time was spent on each problem . In column (2) indi-
cate the main reason that you did not spend more time · in teaching in the 
area under consideration. Please answer each line even though no time is 
shown. 
(Reasons are letter ed A, B, C, etc. Use appropriate letter to indicate 
reaso,n) 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
Too few boys returning to the farm to justify more time. 
Insufficient reference material . 
Teacher not sufficiently trained to teach more. 
Unable to maintain interest of students. 
Not import&nt to high school ·students. 
Time allotted was sufficient to meet needs of students. 
Do not have t ime. 
Other reasons. 
Ag. ·r 
Farm Management (no designation) 
Business arrangement: Rent-
leasing- titles-farm law. 
Planning and organization: 
Budgets-enterprise combination 
Federal agencies-policies 
Taxes-social security 
Marketing: livestock, crops, etc. 
Economics (Price cycles-trends) 
Credit-Financ i ng-Banking 
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